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Abstract: Developers, researchers, and practitioners have been building a myriad of applications to analyze

microblogs data, e.g., tweets, online reviews, and user comments. Examples of such applications include citizen
journalism, events detection and analysis, geo-targeted advertising, and studying social influences in social sciences. Building such applications require data management infrastructure to deal with microblogs, including data
digestion, indexing, and main-memory management. The lack of such infrastructure hinders the scalability and
the widespread of such applications especially among users who are not computer scientists. This talk presents
Kite; an end-to-end system that is able to manage microblogs data at a large scale. Using Kite, developers and
practitioners can simply write SQL-like queries without worrying about the internal data management issues.
Internally, Kite is equipped with scalable indexing and main-memory management techniques to support top-k
temporal, spatial, keyword, and trending queries on both very recent data and historical data. Kite indexer supports scalable digestion and retrieval for incoming fast data in real time. Kite memory manager is monitoring the
memory contents and smartly decides on which data is regularly moved to disk. Both in-memory and in-disk data
are queried seamlessly through efficient retrieval techniques. Kite is open-sourced and available to the community
to build on (http://kite.cs.umn.edu).
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